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Abstract

A major challenge in customer-oriented enterprises is conducting Multi-
Channel Interaction Analytics: gaining insight from collaborated data sources.
Today, end users interact with companies using websites, mobile applica-
tions, text messages and social media platforms. Moreover, agents them-
selves are required to document the call flow and content in a fast-paced
call center surrounding. Within these channels there are varying degrees
of creativity and domain-specific terms, incurring many typos, abbreviated
forms of high-frequency, domain-specific words and product names. These
lexical variations make it hard for statistical algorithms to collect sufficient
and correct data, for categorization engines to identify relevant calls, for
LVSCR to correctly identify OOV vs. erroneous words etc.

In this work we present a robust, fast and accurate text normalization solu-
tion which is able to deal with non-standard word forms and normalize them
into their canonical form. We focus on two distinct noisy channels: Agent
Notes and Feedback SMS. In Agent Notes, agents in call centers summarize
the content of current calls from customers in order to have it later catego-
rized and reviewed by their supervisors and business analysts. In Feedback
SMS, a customer is answering a general question sent via SMS regarding
the service she received. These channels are distinctly different from typical
noisy channels, such as SMS messages between peers and Twitter messages,
as our study shows. The uniqueness of these channels, in addition to the
run-time constraints involving Real-Time Analytics, make it harder to use
current state-of-the-art approaches [2, 3, 5, 1] which deal with different error
types and are often computationally expensive.

We approach the task by first investigating and comparing the prevalent
OOV types (abbreviations, spelling errors, typos, proper names etc) of each
channel. Based on this investigation we build a new normalization model
comprised of three main components: OOV detector, spell corrector and
abbreviations corrector. We factor these components, while keeping the dis-
tinction between each channel, into a unified model which outputs the most
probable correction for a given noisy word. Each such component is built
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using minimal supervision, incorporating linguistic knowledge with Machine
Learning methods such as Word2Vec [4] and Probabilistic Classifiers such
as Naive Bayes [6]. Furthermore, we devise an efficient method to detect
and correct noisy text as a two-step process where the heavy computation
is performed as an offline preprocessing step, making the online step fast
enough to be utilized in online scenarios of real-life Interaction Analytics
applications.

We conduct evaluations of our model’s performance in the different channels
against state-of-the-art methods and perform thorough error analysis on the
different OOV types and their correlation with actual un-canonical form
frequencies. In addition, we evaluate our system’s run-time performance
against different data-sets of varying sizes and complexity.
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